Abstract- To handle call delivery for mobile station, its probable location should be known to the network. For that location management is required. Location Management has two basic operations: location update and paging. The goal of an efficient location management scheme is to maintain and provide locations of mobile stations at low cost. This paper presents location area based approach proposed by researchers and nature inspired approach proposed by us, to reduce location management cost. However, there is trade off between reduction of location update cost and paging. Simulation Results of a basic location area scheme and nature inspired technique (river formation dynamics) is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobility can be categorized in two areas: a) radio mobility, which mainly consists of the handover process, and b) network mobility, which mainly consists of location management. While handover processes are essentially coping with radio aspects, location management is rather mainly influenced by both user mobility and call patterns. The focus in this paper is on location management. Location Management is required to track location of mobile station in order to deliver the call. To handle call delivery for mobile station, its probable location should be known to network. The granularity of this tracking has two levels: a) in the time between calls, the tracking is performed by the location update procedure at the location area (LA) granularity and b) at call arrival; the tracking is performed inside the location area by the paging procedure at the cell granularity.

Location management in cellular network includes signalling in the wire-line portion and the wireless portion. Generally most of the researchers consider signalling in the wireless portion because the radio frequency bandwidth is limited while the bandwidth of the wire-line network is always expandable. Location update involves reverse control channels (mobile station to base station) while paging involves forward control (base station to mobile station) channels. There is a trade-off between the location update cost and the paging cost. If a mobile station updates its location more frequently, the network knows the most recent location of the mobile station. When an incoming call arrives for the mobile station, network requires less effort to page the mobile station and hence paging cost will be low. Therefore both location update and paging costs cannot be minimized at the same time. For attaining optimum total cost either location update cost or paging cost can be reduced. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First we discuss about location area approach used in managing mobile users’ location. After that we discuss natural heuristic approach, river formation dynamics, for location area management. In the next section advanced and efficient algorithm of RFD is discussed with results and comparison. At the end of this paper we summarize this discussion.

2. RELATED WORK: LOCATION AREA APPROACH FOR LOCATION MANAGEMENT

Under the aggregate movement behaviour mobility model [10], the update cost is the sum of mobility weights of boundary links. The mobility weight of a boundary link is the sum of mobility weights (at boundary link) of two related (adjacent) cells divided by 6 [10]. The mobility weight for a node is obtained by adding up the mobility weights of its boundary links.) The paging cost for cell i is the query weight Wqi multiplied by the size of location area to which cell i belongs [10]. The call-to-mobility ratio for each cell is obtained by dividing the query weight to the mobility weight. A cellular network is represented in graph, say G, having number of nodes N, and each node has two weights, mobility weight Wmi and query weight Wqi (1 ≤ i ≤ N) [10,17]. In following algorithm, K is used to store nodes in G, and Li is used to store all cells of the location area to which cell i belongs. This algorithm starts with each cell as a location area. The algorithm will continue combining a location area with its neighbouring location areas if the total cost will be reduced. The Hac and Zhou’s algorithm [10] finds out location areas from given cellular network.
River Formation Dynamics (RFD) [16] is an Evolutionary Computation method. RFD can be seen as a gradient-oriented version of ACO. This approach is based on copying how the water forms rivers in nature. The water transforms the environment by eroding the ground when it falls through a high decreasing slope, and it deposits carried sediments when a flatter ground is reached. Basic algorithm and expressions for river formation dynamics are shown in [16,18,19].

From the beginning of the execution of RFD, any path from the origin point to the target point has a gradient that, considering this path as a whole (i.e. from the origin to the target), must be decreasing. In this approach, RFD is made efficient by preparing set of optimal location areas configuration of a mobile network using, which will overcome above difficulties.

### 3. Natural Heuristic Approach: Location Area Management Using River Formation Dynamics

River Formation Dynamics (RFD) is one of the popular Location Management scheme and it has been shown to be NP-complete problem with high complexity. In the next section advanced approach is to be discussed causes optimal location areas configuration of a mobile network using, which will overcome above difficulties.

### 4. Advanced River Formation Dynamics Algorithm for Location Management

In this approach, RFD is made efficient by preparing set of optimal selection. Out of all optimal solutions most preferable pairs of cells is chose for location area.

#### Step 1
- Convert cellular architecture into graph, $G$.
- Initialize all $N$ nodes in graph $G$.
  - Weight of node: Altitude $A_i$.
  - Weight of edge: Distance $D_{ij}$.
- Assign Altitude value $A_i$ to each node in $N$.
  - For each node $i (1 \leq i \leq N)$, calculate distance $D_{ij}$ ($j \in \{\text{neighbors of } i\}$).
- Initially each node in $G$ acting as individual Location Area.
  - Calculate initial total cost $C$ with location areas $L_i (1 \leq i \leq N)$.
  - Create tree node [pair, cost] $\leftarrow [0, C]$, and make it as root node of tree.
  - For all cells.

#### Step 2
For $D$(number of drops) iteration
- While $N$ is not empty.
  - Let $x$ = starting node in $N$.
  - For neighbouring cell of $x$, calculate decreasing gradient $DG$.
  - Find total cost $C'$ for the node pair $(x,v)(v\in \{\text{neighbour of } x\})$ which have positive DG value.
  - Enter $(x,v)$ with its total cost $C'$ to temp_list.
- End While.
  - Select $(x,v)$, having least cost $C''$ from temp_list, $x$ and $V$ will be one Location Area.
  - If $C'' < C$,
    - Calculate erosion at $x$.
    - Calculate sedimentation at $v$.

#### Step 3
- Return resultant Location Areas from temp_list.

There is difficulty with this heuristic algorithm for LAM. Drops may be stuck to local optima [21]. Location Area is one of the popular Location Management scheme and it has been shown to be NP-complete problem with high complexity. In the next section advanced approach is to be discussed causes optimal location areas configuration of a mobile network using, which will overcome above difficulties.

### Table 4.1 Relates parameters for RFD with LM[20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River Formation Dynamic</th>
<th>LocationArea Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Drops : $D$</td>
<td>$\geq$Number of Location areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes : $N$</td>
<td>Number of Cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude : $A_i$</td>
<td>Call-to-mobility ratio(\textit{initially})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between two nodes : $D_{ij}$</td>
<td>Total cost after merging cell $i$ and $j$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here this pseudo code points upstep of the algorithm for river formation dynamics to optimize total location management cost.

#### RFD Algorithm for LM

**Step 1**
- Initialize $N$ with all cells in $C$.
- Assign Altitude value $A_i$ to each nodes in $N$.
- For each node $i (1 \leq i \leq N)$, calculate distance $D_{ij}$ ($j \in \{\text{neighbors of } i\}$).

**Step 2**
For $(D \text{number of drops})$ iteration
- While $N$ is not empty.
  - Let $x$ = starting node in $N$.
  - For neighboring cell of $x$, calculate decreasing gradient $DG$.
  - Find total cost $C'$ for the node pair $(x,v)(v\in \{\text{neighbour of } x\})$ which have positive DG value.
  - Enter $(x,v)$ with its total cost $C'$ to temp_list.
- End While.
  - Select $(x,v)$, having least cost $C''$ from temp_list, $x$ and $V$ will be one Location Area.
  - If $C'' < C$,
    - Calculate erosion at $x$.
    - Calculate sedimentation at $v$.

**Step 3**
- Return resultant Location Areas from temp_list.

(Redacted from original)
If total LAM cost > cost(Cur_parent)
  • Discard pair
End if
End For

If pairs are remaining
  o Arrange remaining pairs in ascending order based on total cost
  o Select First (at max) four pairs from ordered list
  o Create tree nodes [pair, cost] for selected pairs
  o Enter tree nodes as children of Cur_parent

Else
  o Cur_parent <- parent(Cur_parent)

Step 4
• If Cur_parent has unprocessed child node
  o Cur_parent <- next unprocessed child
  o Mark Cur_parent as Processed
  o Calculate Erosion Sedimentation For Cur_parent
  o Goto step 2
• Else if Cur_parent has unprocessed sibling node
  o Cur_parent <- unprocessed sibling
  o Mark Cur_parent as Processed
  o Calculate Erosion Sedimentation For Cur_parent
  o Goto step 2
• Else if pair( parent( Cur_parent)) != 0
  o Cur_parent <- parent(Cur_parent)
  o Goto step 4
• Else
  o Exit

Step 5
• Find tree node having [pair, minimum(cost)]
• Return the path of tree node[pair, minimum(cost)] from root node[0,C]
  o All pair of node in path will be location area
  o Total LAM cost will be minimum(cost)

The advanced RFD for LAM is complex in development, however it produces preferable results.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Mobility weights and Query Weights values from [17] are taken as input to the algorithm.

We use a two-dimensional cellular network with 7, 10 and 14 cells for performance comparison under different number of cells based on call-to-mobility ratio. The mobility rate and the query rate for a node are obtained by adding up the corresponding weights of its boundary links. Following figure shows cellular network topology for seven, ten and fourteen nodes, which are taken as a input to both the algorithms.

Results are shown below with column value represents location areas formed by different techniques and total cost is mentioned at last raw.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost: 375.33</td>
<td>Total cost: 375.33</td>
<td>Total cost: 345.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,6</td>
<td>3,7</td>
<td>3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>6,9</td>
<td>6,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost: 675.50</td>
<td>Total cost: 637.33</td>
<td>Total cost: 637.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, in this section, the results of Always Update scheme with the Location Areas Scheme calculated from the algorithm with RFD and without RFD (basic) approach is compared. Two proposed RFD approach with basic LAM approach is also compared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,7</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>5,8</td>
<td>4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,10</td>
<td>6,10</td>
<td>5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,9</td>
<td>7,11</td>
<td>8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13,14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Totalcost:1260.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:1486.77</td>
<td></td>
<td>:1029.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Results for Cellular Network with 14 cells

With RFD approach we found that total cost has been reduced compared to LA and AU approach. The algorithm, which we have proposed for RFD, will be enhanced to improve its current result. The graph in Figure 5.1 shows impact of total number of cells in service area to related technique.

As number of cell in service area increases total location management cost also increases. It is seems that in always update case its impact is more than other techniques. RFD technique gives small difference in result for less number of cells. As the number of cell increases RFD gives better result among other technique, where as in large number of cell it gives higher difference in results compare to LA and AU technique. From this we conclude that it is more effective large number of cells.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper the various methodologies shows to minimize the total cost of location update and paging. With the Location Area scheme, the location update is done when a mobile user crosses location area. Location management consists of two operations: Location update and Paging. Thus, to reduce location management cost, we have to keep the balance between location update cost and paging cost. Different location management scheme have beenstudied by us. Such as location management cost using location area based approach, River Formation Dynamics for reducing location management cost. Andcertainly, the total location management cost isreduced as compared to always update approach. All the techniques have their advantages and can be used under different scenarios. We conclude from these results, though advanced RFD is complex in implementation with compared to LA and AU and RFD scheme. Advanced RFD is more effective for large number of cells in location management problem.
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